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 A novel architecture which is able to automatically anonymize faces in images 

 Anonymizes faces without destroying the existing data distribution, i.e. face 
realistically fits the given situation in the image.

 Based on a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN)

 Model trained for 17 days on two NVIDIA V100-32GB GPU on 40M images





 Flickr Diverse Faces (FDF) 
 A new dataset provided by the authors, crawled from the YFCC-100M dataset
 Used for training only
 consists of 1.47M faces, with bounding box and keypoint annotation for each face.

 validation performed on the WIDER-Face dataset



 Two simple annotations of the face
1. A bounding box annotation to identify the privacy-sensitive area, e.g. a face
 Used Single Shot Scale invariant Face Detector for bounding box

2. A sparse pose estimation of the face, containing keypoints of the face
 7 Keypoints: left/right eye, left/right ear, left/right shoulder, and nose. 
 Used mask R-CNN, with a ResNet-50 FPN backbone for keypoint estimation
 one-hot encoded image of size K × M × M, where K is the number of keypoints and M is 

the
target resolution.



 Based on cGAN

 Progressive growing training technique
 For both Generator and Discriminator
 From starting resolution of 8 × 8 to 128 × 128 

 Considers the existing background and a sparse pose annotation to generate 
realistic anonymized faces. 

 Generator never observes the original face





 Includes the background information as conditional input to the start of the 
discriminator, making the input image have six channels instead of three. 

 Pose information is concatenated with the output of each down sampling layer 

 Deep discriminator
 doubles the number of convolutional layers for each resolution. 
 To mimic the skip-connections in the generator, we wrap the convolutions

for each resolution in residual blocks. 

 Wide discriminator
 Same architecture; however, we increase the number of filters in each convolutional

layer by a factor of √2



 Converges to a Frechect Inception Distance (FID) of 1:53 
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